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1. Introduction

Disorders of gut function are among the most prevalent problems presented to physicians practicing in gastroenterology as well as primary care physicians and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is the most common functional gastrointestinal disorder. There is no biomarker of IBS. Instead, the diagnosis is based on symptom criteria and the absence of an organic cause for symptoms (Longstreth et al., 2006). Patients with IBS complain of recurrent abdominal pain, bloating after meals, and disturbed bowel habits. The population prevalence of IBS shows considerable variation between countries. In Asian countries the prevalence varies between 4.0%-22.1% (Makharia et al., 2011), in Europe 6.2%-12% (Hungin et al., 2003) and in North America 11.6%-12.1% (Thompson et al., 2002). In most studies females dominate over males with a factor of 1.4-1.9.

An intriguing finding is that 6%-17% of patients with IBS report that the onset of their disease followed from an acute infection (Spiller, 2007). So called post-infectious IBS (PI-IBS) has mainly been reported after bacterial gastroenteritis but over the years PI-IBS has been reported also after infection with viruses, worms, and protozoa. A study from our group showed that the infectious agent per se was not a risk factor for PI-IBS (Törnblom et al., 2007) and this led to the hypothesis that a host factor could be the determinant of PI-IBS.

Although IBS is not a life-threatening disease, the chronic nature of IBS tends to interfere with the normal daily life and IBS can have a strong impact on patients’ quality of life (Amouretti et al., 2006; Drossman et al., 2009). IBS has been associated with fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, temporo-mandibular joint disorder and chronic pelvic pain (Williams et al., 2004). Despite its abundance the cause of IBS has remained unclear. It has long been considered a psychosomatic disorder but a number of studies have reported signs of immune activation with increased numbers of lymphocytes, activated macrophages or mast cells in mucosa biopsies from the small bowel or the large bowel (Akiho et al., 2011). We investigated full-thickness biopsies from the jejunum of 10 patients with IBS and found increased numbers of mucosal lymphocytes in 4/10 patients (Törnblom et al., 2002). We also found low-grade inflammation of myenteric plexa in 9/10 patients and neuron degeneration in 7 patients. These findings were confirmed in a larger series of patients with severe IBS and the concomitant finding of enteric dysmotility (Lindberg et al., 2009). The driving force behind observed immune activation is not known but both innate and adaptive immune responses seem to be involved in IBS pathogenesis (Öhman & Simrén, 2010).

The gastrointestinal tract is also the largest endocrine organ in the body. Enteroendocrine cells (EEC), which are present in the mucosa of the stomach, small intestine, colon, and
rectum, are highly specialized cells that produce hormones and other signalling substances that are vital to the normal function of the gut. Due to their diffuse localisation EEC are difficult to study and so far, their role in the pathogenesis of bowel disorders has been only little explored. A well-characterised subset of EEC are the enterochromaffin cells, which are the main source of the biogenic amine serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) in the GI tract (Kim & Camilleri, 2000). The aminoacid tryptophan serves as a precursor for the production of serotonin, which is transported from the cytosol to large dense-core secretory vesicles (LDCV) by the vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT1) in the membrane of LDCV (Jakobsen et al., 2001). Serotonin influences the intestinal homeostasis by altering gut motor activity and secretion and has been implicated in the pathophysiology of various GI disorders, including inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and IBS (Sikander et al., 2009).

2. Hypothesis and aim of studies

Life style, genetic risk factors and the individual's microbiome can all act as host factors for disease. The latter includes the microbial flora of skin, airways, uro-genital organs and the gastrointestinal tract. Over the years we also become populated by a number of viruses, intracellular bacteria and parasites that have the ability to remain in our own cells. One typical example is Varicella zoster virus (VZV), which causes chickenpox in children or adults when first infected. After healing of the acute infection virus will remain in a persistent state in nerve cells and can later become reactivated causing shingles. Several bacteria including Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi, and Chlamydia spp. also have the ability to survive in a persistent state (Monack et al., 2004).

We hypothesized that a pre-existing persistent infection could be an important host factor for the development of IBS, most evident in so called post-infectious IBS. A candidate agent should be compatible with an asymptomatic carrier-ship, have a preference for female gender, and have the ability to become persistent and to live in bowel epithelium. There were several observations to support the idea that a persistent infection with Chlamydia trachomatis might constitute such a host factor. Trachoma related blindness is 2-4 times more likely to affect females compared to males (Courtright & West, 2004). It is known that IBS occurs in a high proportion (35-38 %) of females with chronic pelvic pain syndrome, which is often caused by a chronic infection with C. trachomatis (Williams et al., 2004; Zondervan et al., 2001). Previous experience from veterinary medicine has shown that Chlamydia spp. can infect the intestines of calves and sheep and also lead to persistent infections (Storz & Spears, 1979).

The aim of our studies was to find out if a persistent infection of the gut with the obligate intracellular pathogen C. trachomatis might have a role in the pathogenesis of IBS. At the beginning of our studies it was unknown whether Chlamydia spp. could reside in the human gut or not. It was also unknown if Chlamydia had any particular cell tropism that would be compatible with a long-term persistence in the gut.

The thought that C. trachomatis could be involved in IBS was not unique. Based on the frequent concomitance of IBS and pelvic inflammatory disease an attempt was made to link C. trachomatis to IBS using serum IgG antibodies but the study showed no significant difference between control subjects and patients with IBS (Francis et al., 1998). However, we think that IgG antibody patterns may be insufficient to rule out persistence of Chlamydia due to a dominating cellular immune response to infection (Witkin, 2002).
3. Chlamydial antigens in small bowel mucosa of patients with IBS

We investigated archived biopsies from the small bowel of 65 patients (61 females) with IBS (Dlugosz et al., 2010). IBS was defined according to the Rome-II criteria (Thompson et al., 1999). Full-thickness biopsies of the jejunum were available in 60 patients and mucosal biopsies from the jejunum or the duodenum in 24 patients. We recruited 32 (22 females) healthy controls, which underwent mucosa biopsy of the jejunum and we utilized archived full-thickness small bowel biopsies from another 10 (7 females) obese but otherwise healthy control subjects. In order to detect chlamydial antigens we used a genus-specific mouse monoclonal antibody to *Chlamydia* lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that was FITC conjugated with Evans blue (RDI-PROAC1FT, Fitzgerald Industries International, Concord, USA). We also used a mouse monoclonal antibody to *C. trachomatis* major outer membrane protein (MOMP) (Gene-Tex, San Antonio, USA) and a species-specific mouse monoclonal antibody to *C. pneumoniae* as primary antibodies with a polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse antibody-FITC conjugated (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) as secondary antibody. In addition we used a number of cell-specific antibodies to identify different cell types. Enteroendocrine cells were identified using antibodies to chromogranin-A, mast cells using antibodies to CD117, macrophages using antibodies to CD68, and dendritic cells using antibodies to CD11c.

From each biopsy 6 new sections were taken up for immunofluorescence staining. Sections were investigated using a fluorescent microscope (Leica DMRXA, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Positive staining for *Chlamydia* LPS was seen in triangular cells mainly at the crypt level (Figure 1A) but also in irregularly shaped cells in lamina propria (Figure 1B). Staining for *Chlamydia* LPS was positive in 58/65 patients with IBS and only 6/42 controls. The odds ratio ratio, corrected for differences in age and gender distributions, for mucosal *Chlamydia* LPS being indicative for presence of IBS was 43.1 (95% CI: 13.2-140.7).

No LPS-positive cells were found in the deeper levels of the bowel wall, i.e. submucosa, muscle layers and the enteric nervous system. Staining for *C. trachomatis* MOMP (Figure 1C) was positive in 69% of LPS-positive biopsies, including 2/6 LPS-positive biopsies from control subjects, but none was positive in staining for *C. pneumoniae*.

Further characterization of LPS-positive cells was done using double staining with antibodies to LPS and cell specific markers. Double staining with antibodies to LPS and chromogranin-A showed that *Chlamydia* LPS was present in enteroendocrine cells of the epithelium (Figure 1D-F). Similarly, double staining with antibodies to LPS and CD117, CD11c and CD68 showed that in lamina propria the LPS-positive cells were macrophages (Figure 1G-I). In order to validate our findings of *Chlamydia* LPS we examined 20 slides (10 LPS-positive and 10 LPS-negative) using a different antibody to *Chlamydia* LPS, a polyclonal rabbit antibody (Fitzgerald Industries International, Concord, USA) and an immunoenzymatic assay with Streptavidin-Biotin Complex (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). All 10 biopsies that were positive for *Chlamydia* LPS remained positive also in this experiment, whereas all LPS-negative biopsies remained negative. We took new biopsies from 4 patients in whom a previous biopsy had been positive for *Chlamydia* LPS. The new biopsies were also positive for *Chlamydia* LPS in immunofluorescence and the presence of LPS was confirmed using Western blot analysis. However, an attempt to confirm the presence of bacteria using real-time PCR after amplification of 23S ribosomal DNA (Everett et al., 1999) was negative in all 4 biopsies.
Fig. 1. Fluorescent microscope images of small bowel preparations from patients with IBS. A: *Chlamydia* LPS in EEC-like cells with apical nuclei and strong basal immunofluorescence (arrows); (Monoclonal FITC-conjugated antibody with Evans blue; original magnification × 63). B: *Chlamydia* LPS in a few cells within the epithelium (thick arrows) and *lamina propria* (thin arrows); (Monoclonal FITC-conjugated antibody with Evans blue; original magnification × 63). C: *Chlamydia trachomatis* MOMP-positive immunofluorescence within 2 EEC-like cells (arrows) and 4 cells within *l. propria* (arrowheads); Mouse MOMP-antibody and FITC-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse antibody; original magnification × 63; Hoechst (DAPI conjugated) for nuclear staining. D-F: Immunostainings for (D) *Chlamydia* LPS (FITC, green); (E) chromogranin A (Alexia 568, red); and (F) merged showing co-localisation of chromogranin A and *Chlamydia* LPS in enteroendocrine cells and *Chlamydia* LPS in *lamina propria*. G-I: Immunostainings for (G) *Chlamydia* LPS (FITC, green,); (H) CD68 (Alexia 350, blue); and (I) merged showing co-localisation of CD68 and *Chlamydia* LPS in macrophages (arrows). Three enteroendocrine cells are also positive for *Chlamydia* LPS (arrowheads).

Thus, we found chlamydial antigens in enteroendocrine cells and macrophages of the small bowel mucosa. Chlamydial antigens were present in biopsies from 89% of patients with severe IBS but in only 14% of controls. The odds ratio for mucosal Chlamydia LPS being indicative for presence of IBS is much higher than any previously described pathogenetic marker in IBS (Öhman & Simrén, 2007).

In absence of DNA proof of bacterial presence several questions remain to consider. One is whether observed immunofluorescence findings represent true presence of bacterial antigens or if they are unspecific findings or artefacts. We think that unspecific or artefactual binding is unlikely in view of the difference between patients and controls. The genus-specific epitope for our anti-LPS antibody is not shared by other Gram-negative bacteria and monoclonal antibodies to this epitope do not bind to LPS from those organisms (Caldwell & Hitchcock, 1984).

Another question is if observed antigens represent an ongoing infection or remainders of a past infection. In 19 patients biopsies we had access to more than one biopsy that had been taken with a time interval of at least 1 year. Chlamydia LPS was present in biopsies with a median time difference of 5.2 (range 1-11) years. Such a long-term presence of chlamydial antigens is most likely attributable to replicating Chlamydiae residing in the diseased tissue (Beatty et al., 1994).

The finding of C. trachomatis antigens in EEC makes it tempting to suggest a novel pathogenetic mechanism in IBS. The enteroendocrine system is crucial in particular to the digestive functions of the gastrointestinal tract. Serotonin-producing EEC may present an ideal location for Chlamydia due to the abundance of tryptophan and tryptophan metabolites in these cells. Tryptophan is required for normal development in Chlamydia species and tryptophan metabolism has been implicated in Chlamydia persistence and tissue tropism (Akers & Tan, 2006). If infection of EEC leads to changes in their production or secretion of signalling substances, disturbances of gastrointestinal function are likely to occur.

4. Infection of enteroendocrine cell lines

Our findings in the small bowel mucosa of patients with IBS suggested that infection of enteroendocrine cells (EEC) with C. trachomatis could be involved in the pathogenesis of their disease. In order to study this mechanism in more detail we set up an in vitro model using enteroendocrine cell lines (Dlugosz et al., 2011). We used two different human enteroendocrine cell lines: LCC-18 (a kind gift from K. Öberg, Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden), derived from a neuroendocrine colonic tumour and CNDT-2 (a kind gift from L. M. Ellis, University of Texas, Houston, USA), derived from a small intestinal carcinoid. We studied the influence of acute and persistent infection with C. trachomatis L2 strain 434 (ATCC) on gene expression and protein distribution of enteroendocrine markers.

Growth of C. trachomatis, manifested through inclusions containing both elementary bodies (EB) and reticulate bodies (RB), could be observed for both cell lines. Similar growth was observed in HeLa cells, which were used as positive control. Similar to previously described infection cycles in other cell types, C. trachomatis successfully infected and multiplied within the confinements of the inclusion in EEC and yielded productive EBs, which can therefore be considered an active infection (Figure 2A). In order to investigate whether the persistent life-cycle could be induced in the EEC, cells were infected with C. trachomatis and incubated...
in the absence and presence of penicillin G (penG), which has been demonstrated previously to induce persistent growth of *Chlamydia* in HeLa cells. When EEC were treated with penG we observed enlarged, aberrant reticulate bodies reminiscent of persistent growth forms suggesting that persistence can be induced in both EEC tested (Figure 2B).

![Fig. 2. Infection of enteroendocrine cells from cell line LCC-18 with *Chlamydia trachomatis*. A: Active infection. B: Persistent infection.](image)

In order to investigate if infection with *C. trachomatis* affected the intracellular transport of signalling molecules we studied the distribution of immunoreactivity for serotonin and chromogranin-A (CgA) in infected and non-infected cells. Immunofluorescence demonstrated differences in the cellular distributions of serotonin and CgA between infected and non-infected cells (Figure 3). In infected cells serotonin and CgA were mainly localized within chlamydial inclusions, whereas in non-infected cells these markers predominantly exhibited a cytoplasmatic distribution. No serotonin or CgA was detected in infected or non-infected HeLa cells, which in this instance served as negative control.

In order to analyze the infection process at the molecular level, we investigated the expression of selected target genes using real time PCR. Genes coding for EEC protein markers (CHGA, VMAT1, mGluR4, TPH1, TRPA1), house-keeping proteins (TFCP2, GAPDH), enviromental stress marker (HSPB1) as well as TLR4, which is believed to mediate the main line of response upon *Chlamydia* infection, where subjected to PCR analysis. Transcriptomes of *C. trachomatis* infected EEC (LCC-18 and CNDT-2) were analysed after 24h. The same time-point was investigated after induction of persistence using penicillin G. We found significant down-regulation of VMAT1 expression in persistent infection compared to non-infected cells (p<0.05) and up-regulation of TLR4 expression in active and persistent infection (p<0.05). Expression of CHGA, the gene coding for CgA, as well as TPH1 and TRPA1, genes coding for proteins associated with serotonin synthesis and release, were not changed upon infection with *Chlamydia*. Gene expression changes were associated with infection and did not appear in cells exposed to heat-treated bacteria.
Our study is the first to show that the presence of *C. trachomatis* alters the cellular distributions of serotonin and CgA in vitro. Both serotonin and CgA are important for
immune activation and gut inflammation in vivo and several serotonergic receptors have been characterized in lymphocytes, monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells (Cloez-Tayarani & Changeux, 2007). Serotonin has been shown to activate immune cells, which are responsible for the production of proinflammatory mediators (Khan & Ghia, 2010). Consequently, a manipulation of the serotonin system could modulate responses to gut inflammation. CgA on the other hand has antimicrobial activity (Shoostarizadeh et al., 2010) and exhibits both proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory functions (Khan & Ghia, 2010).

We think that altered protein distribution and down-regulation of the vesicular monoamine transporter VMAT1 suggest bacterial influence on vesicular transport. The expression of genes associated with serotonin synthesis (TPH1) and release (TRPA1) was not impaired. At this stage, it is unclear if the altered distribution of serotonin and CgA in C. trachomatis infected EEC is induced by the bacteria themselves or is part of an innate immunity response via up-regulation of toll-like receptors. Others have reported increased LPS-induced serotonin secretion in EEC derived from patients with Crohn's disease (Kidd et al., 2009). TLR4 stimulation with its agonist LPS also caused the release of human β-defensin-2 (HBD-2) from EEC (Palazzo et al., 2007) and elevated HBD-2 levels have recently been found in patients with IBS (Langhorst et al., 2009).

5. Innate immunity in IBS

The ability of intestinal mucosa to detect bacterial cellular components requires the expression of pattern recognition receptors (PRR) that recognize repetitive patterns present on Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi, viruses and parasites. Toll-like receptors (TLR) belong to the family of PRRs and are present on macrophages of the lamina propria, dendritic cells, paneth cells and intestinal epithelial cells. TLR4 is regarded as the PRR for lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the toxin of Gram-negative bacteria (including Chlamydia). Expression of TLR4 by intestinal cells is normally down-regulated to maintain immune tolerance to the luminal microorganisms but up-regulated in gut inflammation (Gribar et al., 2008).

A research group from Cork, Ireland recently investigated the potential involvement of TLRs in IBS (Brint et al., 2011). They studied biopsies from the sigmoid colon of 26 female patients with IBS, 19 female healthy controls and 29 disease controls (10 with ulcerative colitis and 19 with Crohn's disease) and applied quantitative real-time RT-PCR for RNA gene expression. They found that the expression of TLR4 was significantly up-regulated (5-fold) in patients with IBS compared to healthy controls. They also found a small but statistically significant up-regulation of TLR5 (1.7-fold) and down-regulation of TLR7 and TLR8 (2-fold). The increase in the expression of TLR 4 was 15-fold in patients with ulcerative colitis and 8-fold in Crohn's disease.

The authors believed that disruption of the intestinal epithelial barrier in inflammatory bowel disease, allowing translocation of commensal bacteria to the underlying submucosa, could explain the up-regulation of TLR expression observed in ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease (Brint et al., 2011). They speculated that a similar but less pronounced disruption of the intestinal epithelial barrier could exist also in patients with IBS. The authors concluded that the differences observed in TLR expression might indicate an appropriate immune response to a pathogen or to alterations in the host microbiota.
Another recent study from the same group investigated cytokine and cortisol levels in plasma and peripheral TLR activity after stimulation of cultured whole blood with TLR agonists in 30 patients with IBS and 30 healthy controls (McKernan et al., 2011). Patients with IBS had elevated plasma levels of IL-6, IL-8 and cortisol. Release of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α was measured after stimulation with agonists for TLR1-8. Patients with IBS exhibited elevated responses to TLR2 (TNF-α), TLR3 (IL-8), TLR4 (IL-1β and TNF-α), TLR5 (IL-1β and TNF-α), TLR7 (IL-8), TLR8 (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α). No difference between patients and controls was seen in cytokine release after stimulation of TLR1, 6 and 9.

The authors concluded that patients with IBS demonstrate elevated cytokine levels, a finding that supports a previous observation from the same group (Dinan et al., 2006), and enhanced TLR activity in the periphery, which indicates that patients with IBS have some immune dysregulation (McKernan et al., 2011). They speculated that there might be a link between stress (increased plasma levels of cortisol), TLR activation and cytokine profiles in patients with IBS, similar to that observed in mice (Zhang et al., 2008).

We analysed endoscopic biopsies from the right and the left colon in 10 patients with inflammatory bowel disease (5 with Crohn’s colitis and 5 with ulcerative colitis) and 10 patients with IBS (5 with diarrhoea-predominant and 5 with constipation-predominant IBS) and biopsies from the left colon in 5 healthy controls. We used rabbit polyclonal antibodies to TLR4 (Abcam, UK) and tyramide signal amplification (Invitrogen, USA) technology for immunohistochemistry and Nikon NIS-Elements (Nikon, Japan) for image analysis. TLR4 expression was calculated as a percentage of lamina propria area occupied by TLR4 positive cells.

![Fig. 4. Immunohistochemical expression of TLR4 in colon mucosa. A: Patient with IBS (original magnification x40). B: Patient with inflammatory bowel disease (original magnification x40). C: Healthy control (original magnification x40). Immunohistochemistry using a rabbit polyclonal antibody to TLR4 and tyramide signal amplification.](image)

Immunohistochemical expression of TLR4 was increased in both inflammatory bowel disease and IBS (p=0.04) compared to healthy individuals. In IBS and inflammatory bowel disease the increase of TLR4 expression was mainly in cells of l. propria (Figure 4). Our findings support the previous observation that TLR4 gene expression is up-regulated in IBS and inflammatory bowel disease (Brint et al., 2011). Our data again suggest the involvement of Gram-negative pathogens or dysregulation of the intestinal immune response to the commensal flora as possible pathogenetic mechanisms in IBS.
6. Discussion

Chlamydial antigens were found in enteroendocrine cells and macrophages of the small bowel mucosa in 89% of patients with IBS but in only 14% of controls. Even though we were unable to prove the presence of viable *Chlamydia*, lack of positive PCR being the major obstacle, the evidence for an intracellular organism or at least a protein structure with an antigen in common with *Chlamydia* in patients with IBS is strong. Given the crucial role of enteroendocrine cells in digestive function, our results suggest that the presence of chlamydial antigens in these cells may be involved in the pathogenesis in IBS. Chlamydial antigens have not been described in human enteroendocrine cells before. If this finding can be corroborated by DNA evidence of bacterial presence, it represents a previously unknown cell tropism of *Chlamydia*.

In an *in vitro* model we found that enteroendocrine cells from both the small bowel and the large bowel could be infected with *C. trachomatis* yielding productive infections and that persistence could be induced using penicillin G. Immunofluorescence showed different cellular distributions of serotonin and chromogranin A in non-infected (cytoplasmatic distribution) compared with infected cells (serotonin and chromogranin A mostly in chlamydial inclusions). In line with the microscopical findings, we found a significant down-regulation of the gene coding for the vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT1) in infected compared with non-infected EEC (P < 0.05). Altered protein distributions together with down-regulation of VMAT1 suggest that chlamydial infection may influence vesicular transport. It is therefore possible that such an infection *in vivo* could lead to disturbances in the regulation of gut functions.

Up-regulation of TLR4 suggests the involvement of Gram-negative pathogens or dysregulation of the intestinal immune response to the commensal flora as possible pathogenetic mechanisms in IBS. This finding also lends support to the idea that a persistent infection of enteroendocrine cells is part of the pathogenesis in IBS.

7. Speculations

The symptom profile of patients with IBS has long been a challenge to the medical community. The main symptoms are abdominal pain, diarrhoea or constipation or both, and a temporal relation between worsening or onset of pain and change in bowel frequency or stool consistency (Longstreth et al., 2006). However, patients with IBS may have a number of other symptoms from the gastrointestinal tract including dysphagia, dyspepsia, nausea, vomiting, anorexia, post-prandial distension, flatulence, borborygmia (noisy bowel sounds), mucus in stools, and feeling of incomplete evacuation. There is considerable overlap between IBS and other prevalent functional gastrointestinal disorders such as functional dyspepsia and patients often change their symptom profile from one to the other with time (Agréus et al., 2001). If a persistent infection of enteroendocrine cells is important in the pathogenesis of IBS, then it is reasonable to assume that this infection can affect different populations of enteroendocrine cells and lead to correspondingly different symptom profiles. Such a mechanism could explain the variability of presenting symptoms among patients with functional gastrointestinal disorders and perhaps there is no meaningful difference between IBS, functional constipation, functional diarrhoea, functional bloating,
functional abdominal pain and the majority of other functional gastrointestinal syndromes (Longstreth et al., 2006).

One of the most common measurable abnormalities in patients with IBS is visceral hypersensitivity (Akbar et al., 2009). The mechanisms behind visceral hypersensitivity have remained unproven but glial cells and TLR4-activation seem important both in the CNS (Tanga et al., 2005) and in the spinal cord (Saito et al., 2010). In light of our findings of chlamydial antigens and TLR4 up-regulation in IBS it is reasonable to hypothesize that visceral hypersensitivity can arise from TLR4 activation either of enteroglial cells or of glial cells in the spinal cord or CNS.

The most commonly noted overlap syndrome with IBS is fibromyalgia (Sivri et al., 1996; Sperber et al., 1999; Triadafilopoulos et al., 1991). It has therefore been suggested that IBS and fibromyalgia may have a common pathogenesis (Veale et al., 1991). Fibromyalgia is a chronic form of diffuse musculoskeletal pain with tenderness at specific locations, often associated with persistent fatigue, cognitive and mood disorders, joint stiffness, and insomnia that occurs mainly in females (Solitar, 2010). It has long been speculated that the driving force for fibromyalgia might be an infection and similar to IBS many patients associate the onset of their condition with an acute illness or have noticed that infections may worsen their symptoms (Bennett et al., 2007). An interesting similarity between IBS and fibromyalgia is that both groups seem to have increased peripheral levels of the cytokine IL-8 (McKernan et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009). We therefore hypothesize that the driving force for fibromyalgia and possibly also other chronic inflammatory conditions is a persistent infection in the gastrointestinal tract. In the case of fibromyalgia the overlap with IBS supports the view of a common aetiology. The gastrointestinal tract is our largest interface to the world of microbes and the most likely location of a driving force for other chronic inflammatory disorders would therefore also be the gastrointestinal tract (Scheinecker & Smolen, 2011).

8. Conclusions

The above series of studies collectively indicate a role for C. trachomatis in the pathogenesis of IBS. Our data suggests that patients with IBS may have a persistent infection with C. trachomatis of enteroendocrine cells and macrophages. So far only the small bowel has been studied and it remains to find out if also the mucosa of the large bowel exhibits the same findings. Cell line experiments indicate that enteroendocrine cells can indeed be infected by C. trachomatis and that persistent infection of such cells leads to profound changes of the intracellular distribution of serotonin and chromogranin A.

Patients with IBS exhibit a pronounced up-regulation of TLR4. The level of up-regulation is similar to that found in inflammatory bowel disease. It is possible that observed changes in the innate immune system reflect stimulation from chlamydial LPS. It is yet unclear if the mechanisms behind up-regulation of TLR4 are the same in IBS and inflammatory bowel disease.

Further studies are needed to confirm or refute the hypothesis that live bacteria are present in the mucosa of the small bowel in patients with IBS. It is tempting to suggest a therapeutic trial aimed at eradicating a persistent infection with C. trachomatis. However, it is uncertain if eradication of a persistent chlamydial infection is at all possible (Gieffers et al., 2001).
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Nowadays, Chlamydia still represents a redoubtable pathogen. Among its consequences, the blindness in children and severe impairment of reproductive health in adults are the most mutilating. Worldwide, it is estimated that six million of people suffer from post-trachoma blindness and almost 90 million become sexually infected each year. Due to its silent evolution and sexually transmission, the chlamydial infection can occur in anyone. The book “Chlamydia - A Multifaceted Pathogen” contains an updated review of all-important issues concerning the chlamydial infection. It comprises 18 chapters grouped in four major parts dealing with etiology and pathogenicity, clinical aspects, diagnosis and prevention. The new molecular data about the pathogenicity and the exhaustive presentation of clinical findings bring novelty to the book and improve our knowledge about Chlamydia induced diseases.
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